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It is a well known part of statistical knowledge that first order asymptotically 
efficient procedures can be misleading for moderate sample sizes. Usually this is 
demonstrated for some popular special cases including numerical comparisons. 
Typically the situation is worse if nuisance parameters are present. In this paper we 
give second order asymptotically efficient tests, confidence regions, and estimators 
for the nonlinear regression model which are based on the least-squares estimator 
and the residual sum of squares. :’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last several years a considerable part of statistical literature has 
been devoted to nonlinear regression, both to the theoretical and to the 
numerical aspects. It is well known that any complete theory for a broad 
class of linear regression functions must be an asymptotic one because of 
the complicated structure of the model. Thus various authors contributed 
to what is called a first order asymptotic theory (e.g., E. Malinvaud [25], 
R. Jennrich [24], E. J. Hannan [21], A. R. Gallant [16], J. F. Burguete 
and A. R. Gallant [9], K. C. Chanda [lo], H. Bunke, [5], H. Bunke and 
W. H. Schmidt [6], H. Bunke and 0. Bunke [7], W. Grossmann [ 18,191, 
C. Wisotzki [42], S. Zwanzig [43], Chien-Fu-Wu [14], and 0. Bunke 
[S]; this list is by no means complete). 
A main result is that well-known statistical procedures in linear 
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regression such as the Fischer-Snedecor test, the X*-test, or confidence 
intervals based thereon can be utilized for nonlinear models, too. This is so 
since only the linear term of the Taylor expansion of the nonlinear 
regression function yields a contribution to the limit distribution of various 
test statistics in most instances. Thus one gets the same asymptotic results 
as one would get considering the linearized model at the true parameter. 
Therefore, almost no characteristics of the curvature of the regression 
function influence the statistical inference based on limit distributions (see 
the recent developments by D. M. Bates and D. G. Watts [2], D. C. 
Hamilton, D. G. Watts, and D. M. Bates [20], and Shun-Ichi Amari 
C411). 
On the other hand first order asymptotic statistical procedures admit an 
approximation accuracy of O(n- ‘I*) at most, which is not good enough for 
practical situations. Therefore, one would like to derive statistical 
procedures which it is hoped can also be applied for moderate sample sizes 
with sufficient accuracy. 
By following the Pfanzagl school ([3 1, 32, 261; see also [ 1 l-131 or [ 11) 
we wish to improve first order efficient statistical procedures using 
Edgeworth expansions for the statistics involved. Second order efficient 
statistical procedures will be obtained by the method of asymptotic studen- 
tization applied to the least-squares estimator (LSE) and the residual sum 
of squares. Pfanzagl’s theory works in the case of independent and iden- 
tically distributed (i.i.d.) observations. However, the nonlinear model is 
generated by independent not identically distributed observations. 
Therefore, it is necessary to extend some of Pfanzagl’s results. 
In Section 2 we recall some of the first order asymptotic results needed 
as a basis for deriving second order asymptotic results in the subsequent 
sections. Of course, we also could give statistical procedures which admit a 
higher order approximation accuracy, but it is our intention to make the 
paper as clear as possible and to keep it to a reasonable size. Therefore, we 
have restricted ourselves to second order asymptotics. Section 3 deals with 
Edgeworth expansions both for the LSE and for the residual sum of 
squares. In Section 4 we introduce tets, confidence regions, and an 
estimator for the regression coefficients which are second order efficient. 
Further, several special regression functions are discussed in more detail. 
Analogous results for the inference on the variance of the observations are 
stated in Section 5. Some numerical comparisons are given in Section 6. 
Section 7 contains some comments and remarks for further research. The 
proofs of all theorems are given in the Appendix. 
The results of this paper are essentially based on the paper by A. V. 
Ivanov and S. Zwanzig [23]. Parts of the results have been the subject of 
the paper by W. H. Schmidt [38] read at the 5th International Summer 
School on Model Choice, Sellin. 
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2. SOME FIRST ORDER ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
In this section we recall some first order asymptotic results. For a more 
detailed discussion see [38] or [39]. 
Let us consider the nonlinear regression model 
Yt = dxt, B) + flu,, t = l,..., n,.... 
g(., /I): .CX + R' is a known regression function, depending on an unknown 
parameter fi E ,Z, Z”c RP open. x, denotes the nonstochastic known 
regressor, with x, E Rq. CT is the unknown positive scale parameter. 8 is the 
vector of all unknown parameters 
8= B 0 a2 
with 8 E 0 5 Rp+l. {u,},=,,~,,,, constitutes a sequence of unobservable, i.i.d. 
random variables with the properties 
Eul=O and Eu;= 1. 
Furthermore it is assumed that u, has a density p(u) with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure, which is independent of 8. 
A LSE for p based on the observation Y = (yr,..., y,)’ is defined as a 
solution j of 
Q(8) = eg. Q(B) 
which is a measurable function of Y, where Q(p) = (l/n) CrC1( y, - 
g(x*, p))’ and Z denotes the closure of E in RP. Note that such a b exists if 
g(x(, 1) is continuous in fl for each xI, t= l,..., n (see [30]). As an 
estimator for a* the residual sum of squares 
is used. It is known that under some appropriate regularity conditions 
is a strongly consistent estimator of 19 [24, 6, 141. Moreover, n”‘(fl- /?) is 
asymptotically N(0, a*(lim, _ o3 Z(p))- ‘) distributed with 
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and n1”(d2 - a*) has the limit distribution N(0,r~’ Var u:) [24,37,6]. 
Using the local asymptotic normality of the family of the distributions of Y 
one proves that fl is BAN’ if and only if 
p(u) =- e 
)i 
~ ( l/2 )I2 := q(u) 
a situation in which the LSE is a maximum-likelihood estimator [6]. 
The situation is quite different for the residual sum of squares 6*. 15~ is 
BAN if and only if 
where c is any positive real number [35]. Note that u: follows a gamma 
distribution with the parameter (c, c) under (1). 
Let us consider the testing problem 
H:y<y, against K:y>Yo 
where y is the first component of p and yO~ R’ is a fixed value. Then the 
limiting distribution of n1i2(p - /?) can be used to define the test 
tHYI= 1 if6~1(1,112(8).1’2(~-y0)~U1-- 
=o else (2) 
y!h (n,(~)),j=,..., = /1(p) = I-‘(/?) and u, such. that (l/A) 
ub- e P(1/2)t dt = a. Obviously this test is asymptotically slmrlar to the level 
d -  
a + o(l) (see Definition 1) and it has the asymptotic power 
under local alternatives 
K,:y,=y,+n-“2h 
with h > 0 and 
1 That is, fl has smallest limiting covariance matrix in the set of all asymptotically normally 
distributed estimators up to a parameter in a set N c 8 of Lebesgue mesure zero. 
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Moreover, $ is locally asymptotically efficient in the set of all 
asymptotically similar level a + o( 1) tests in the sense that it possesses 
maximal asymptotic power under the local alternatives K, if the underlying 
distribution is normal [39]. Similarly 
$(y)= 1 if ~~‘*a~*n”~(B*-a~)~u,~~ 
=o else 
(3) 
defines a locally asymptotically efficient test for 
H: a2 < cri against K: CT* > a: 
under p,(u) [37-J. 
Converting the acceptance regions of the tests (2) and (3) one gets the 
confidence intervals 
and 
(‘Y^+n-“*6/1;/:(~)24,, +al) for y 
( 
-2 a 
1 ~,-1/2,~1/2, 2 +a ) 
for a2 
1 
which both have the asymptotic confidence levels 1 - tl+ o( 1) and possess 
smallest asymptotic coverage probabilities for false parameters y, = 
Yo + n -“*handaz=ai+n , ~ “*h h < 0, under pi,*(u) and p,(u), respectively. 
3. EXPANSIONS FOR THE ESTIMATORS 
AND THEIR DISTRIBUTIONS 
In this section we give the stochastic expansions for p^ and 6* as well as 
Edgeworth expansions for their distributions with an accuracy of o(n-‘/*). 
These results will be used in Sections 4 and 5 to define second order 
efficient tests, confidence regions and estimators. 
First let us introduce some notations and assumptions. The symbols p 
and X denote compact subsets of Z and 0, respectively. As in [24] we use 
the following notations: 
g, := d.3 B); 
for functions I, k: 5? + R’ the scalar product I(/, k), = (l/n) 
x;= I I(xl) k(x,)( and the norm ]Jt = (1, I),,; 
if f is a real valued function on Z the symbol f#i2r...,i’ denotes the par- 
tial derivative (a/aj?, ag, . .* @I,) f(p) with ijE { l,..., p}, j= I,..., 1. 
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As in [ 3 1 ] we use the following convention: 
If in a term (isolated or separated from other terms by one of the 
following signs: =, <, >, +, - ) an index occurs more often than once, 
then this means the summation over all values which this index may 
assume. For example, we have 
Now we introduce the following assumptions: 
Al. E (uf < co. 
A2. There exists a constant c, > 0 with 
inf inf lgjF&?lN$ for all r > 0. 
PEP {B’E slllS’-PII.r) 
A3. The functions g(x,, *), j = 1, 2 ,..., n, are m times continuously par- 
tially differentiable, m > 2, and there are constants d,(i, , &,..., i,) such that 
for all r > 0 
sup ~,1,8,-B,,~~1 Igj;.‘“m- g~.“‘m(2,<dp(il, i2 ,..., i,)t’. sup 
PEP {BIE 
A4. h,,, infS,, inf{(g$s.+l(gi ,,..., i,, I= l,..., m) >O. 
A5. iiiii n-a, supfl.,sup{(l/n)C;= 1 \gi’~-~“(x,, 8)13/L.., it, 
I= l,..., m> < 00. 
Remark. The assumptions A2 and A3 imply infsE, Amin Z(p)> C~ > 0, 
where ~min Z(b) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of Z(j). 
The following theorem gives the stochastic expansion of 8. It represents a 
slight generalisation of Theorem 1 in [22] or of Lemma 2 in [23] (despite 
the fact that the approximation accuracy is only o(n-i”). 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions Al-A5 there exists a positive con- 
stant cX > 0 with 
m-2 
sup Pe nl/*(fi- /I) - c n-“*hi > c,n-‘m-1)‘2(lg n)m’2 
osx i=o 
= o(n- “*). 
Here hi(e) are polynomials of (o/h) gi+~*il+l(x,, /?)u, with bounded coef 
ficients for 8 E X and n > nX. In particular it holds that 
ho(e) = (u,(%.., ~4~))’ 
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with 
t+(e) = n -%Ail g’(x,, /?) 24, 
with 
h(e) = (z,(%.., z,(W’ 
zi(@ = vip+i,(@ ~,,(~) - 4&,(B) aiii*iJ(P) ui2(@ 43uu9 
uip+il(@ =n-“20~i~W &YX,, B) ut, 
Ui,+,(O) = 2[ (g), @), + (& gai’), + (g$, go”),]. B 
In the following we use two different assumptions on characteristic 
functions. 
A sequence of characteristic functions pj(t), j= l,..., n, is said to fulfill the 
modified Cramer condition (C) iff for an index set J(t) c {l,..., n} such that 
lJ( t)l > %“n for all t # 0 and a constant X > 0 
lim lim sup sup Iqj(t)l < 1. 
n-m 11t1/-CC jeJ(t)ecX 
A sequence of characteristic functions qi( t), j = l,..., n, fulfills the modilied 
Petrov condition (P,) for some integer q iff there is a constant y > 0 such 
that for all 6 > 0 
n i&-i sup n(Y+4+1)/2 
Fl 
Iqjtt)l dt < co. 
n-cc f3e.x I 
As in [23] Theorem 1 yields the Edgeworth expansion of the distribution 
of j?. For this purpose we need the following assumptions: 
A6 J,u, > .= lu13p(u) du = 0(n-&) for some a E (0, 4) and some 6 > 0. 
A7. The characteristic functions of the p + $-vector 
(uAl, g’(Xj9 B) uj,..., unp, g'(Xj, 8) uj, aAll g"(xj9 B) uj,..., anl, g”(xj, P) uj, 
on2l d’(xj9 8) uj9-., anpI g”(Xj9 B) uj)’ 
fulfill the modified Cramer condition or the modified Petrov condition P, 
with q=p+p2. 
A8. b, _ co inf,, X 1,,(B(8)) > 0 with B(e) = cOv(u,(e),..., u,(e), 
up+do...~ up+2m 
Note that analogous to [45] we can restrict ourselves in A8 (respectively 
also in A9 and A12) to the vector (u,(e) ... vp+p2(8))T with vi(e) #O a.s. or 
more generally to the largest subvector of all linear independent ui(e) of 
h(e). . . up+p z(e))? The given formulas remain unchanges in this case. 
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THEOREM 2. The assumptions Al-A8 for m = 3 entail 
sup sup P,{o-‘I(B)“*n”*(B-8)EE} 
8E.rEs.w 
T(oZ- “*(/I)y) cp,( y) dy = o(n-I’*) 
with 
T(z)= 
p3 = Eu: 
and Fp denotes the set of all Borel-measurable convex subsets of RP, and 
T(z) is a polynomial in z with coefficients depending on 8 and n which remain 
bounded in n and 8 E X. 1 
The next theorem gives the stochastic expansion of 8*. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions Al-A5 be filf?lled for m = 2. Then 
there exists a constant cX > 0 such that 
Sup PO{ ln1i2(82 - 0’) - v0 + n-“21i,i2vi,viZl > c,,n-‘(lg n)“‘} = o(n”‘) 
eex 
with 
tzili*)i*,i2= I,....~ := I(P), 00 := o*n -I’* ,c, tu: - l), vi:=vi(e). 1 
Theorem 4 yields the Edgeworth expansion of d*. For this purpose we 
need the additional assumptions: 
A9. Let D(e) be the covariance matrix of the random vector 
(v,, w),..., v,(e))‘. Then it holds that 
lim inf ~min qepo. 
n+m ecsy 
AlO. Eu; c CC and 
s u”p(u) du = O(n-‘) for some TV E (0, b) and some 6 > 0. Iul z-n’ 
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All. The characteristic functions of the p+ l-vector (a*($- l), 
anl, g'txj, B) uj,-9 an,, g’(xj, 0) uj)’ fulfill the modified Cramer condition 
(C) or the modified Petrov condition (P,) with q = p + 1. 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions A2-A5 and A9-All with m = 2 we 
have 
sup sup JPO{n1i2(62 -o*) < u} - f$(& - l)-‘/*o-*24) 
BEX ueR’ 
-n-“%p((p4- l)-“*a -‘u) S(O, u)l = o(n-‘12) 
with 
sCl(e)= ll:ni,i*tP)(gj, l)n(g$, l)n++ 
[ 1 (114- lJd3’*+ P(114- 1)F”29 
s*(B)=o-4(p(p4- 1)-3’*-.Tso(~)(~4- 1)-l), 
pi=Eu~,i=3,4,andK,=E(u2-1)3. 
The functions s,(O) and s,(B) are bounded in n and 8 E X. 1 
4. SECOND ORDER EFFICIENT PROCEDURES 
FOR THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we present second order asymptotically efficient 
procedures for one-dimensional subparameters, say y, of 8. In Section 2, it 
was pointed out that the LSE is first order asymptotically efficient (BAN) 
iff the underlying distribution is normal. Since second order asymptotically 
efficient procedures must be first order asymptotically efficient, too, we 
restrict ourselves to the case of normally distributed obserbations, i.e., 
p(u) = p(u), in this section. 
First we consider the testing problem 
H: y < y0 against K: y > yO, (4) 
where yOo R’ is fixed. Note that (4) is a composite testing problem with 
nuisance parameters /3*,..., BP and Q 2. Therefore, we need the concept of an 
asymptotically similar sequence of tests to the level tl + o(nF) for r > 0. 
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DEFINITION 1 (see [32]). A sequence of tests $, based on the obser- 
vations y, ,..., yn is called asymptotically similar to the level TV + o(n-‘) for 
some r>O if for every compact XxCO= (068 ( y=yO} 
sup IE@+n --c11 = o(P). 1 
eex 
The next theorem establishes a bound for the power function for an 
arbitrary asymptotically similar sequence of tests to the level a + o(n-I/*) 
under local parameters 
with fixed h E R’. 
(For a justification of the use of local parameters 8, see [32].) 
Remark. In [33] and more generally in [3] it was proved that first 
order asymptotically efficient tests are also second order asymptotically 
efficient in the smaller class of tests to the same level a. 
THEOREM 5. Let the assumptions A2, A3, A5 for m = 3 and p(u) = q(u) 
be fulfilled. Then it holds for any asymptotically similar sequence of tests +,, 
to the level u + o(n - 1’2) with 0 < tl < 1 
Ee,$, < H,,(h, 0) + oW”*) for ha0 
2 H,,(h, 0) + o(K”~) for h < 0 
(5) 
unzformly for 0 E X c H,, where 
H,,(h, 0) = #(u, + r~ -‘A,‘l’(j?)h) + n-“*q$u, + o-‘A,‘/*(fl)h) 
Xo-‘h2C~,3’2(8) n,il(B) n,,(b)(gf’, g$)n 
- infi”2(8) A Ii,(B) n Ii*(B) n lij(P)(gji2Y @InI. I 
In the following we give a sequence of tests for which the bounds (5) are 
attained. For this purpose we need a further assumption. 
A12. It holds that l&, _ m inf, E X L C(e) > 0, where C(0) denotes the m,” 
covariance matrix of the random vector (fkl, Vl(%.., v,tq, 
v,, do..., ~,+,uw. 
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Let us introduce the test 
*n(Y)= 1 if 8-1n,,($)-1’2n1’2(~-yO)+IZ-1’2K(U1-a, 0)>z4,-cr 
=o else 
with 
K(u, e) = k,(B) + k2(8)u2, 
kO(e)= -I Afi3’2(8) Ali, nliz(B) nli,(B)(L$l, g$il)n 
+inG1’2(8) nlif(B) ni~i3(P)(gj, #)n, 
k2(“)= -:ni3’2(P) Ali, nli*(B) nlij(b)(gj3 gj?)n. 
Then we can formulate the following. 
THEOREM 6. Under the assumptions A2-A5, Al2 for m= 3 
p(u) = cp(u) it holds for the sequence of tests II/, defined by (6) that 
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(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
and 
E II/ = H (h f3) +o(n-‘j2) e. n ncL 2 for all hER’ (10) 
uniformly for 6 E X c H,,. 1 
Thus (6) defines an asymptotically similar sequence of tests to the level 
a + o(n-1’2) (assertion for h =O). Moreover, tj, minimizes the errors of 
both first and second kind under local hypotheses and local alternatives of 
the form y,, +n- ‘12h up to terms of o(n-1/2 ) within the class of all 
asymptotically similar sequences of tests to the level a + o(n-1’2). Hence $, 
is second order asymptotically efficient. 
From (6) one also easily gets a conticence interval for y. With F,,(8) = 
y+n -1’2an:{2(p)u, + n-‘oA:l:(fi) K(u,, 0) the acceptance region for testing 
y is 
{ y I Y ’ c2&3 I. 
Therefore, the confidence interval 
for y has the asymptotic level 1 -a + o(n-‘12) uniformly on compact 
XC 8 and, moreover, it has the smallest coverage probability for false 
parameters y - n -“‘h with h > 0 up to terms of order o(n-1/2). 
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Following [31] this confidence interval leads to a second order 
asymptotically eIIicient estimator for y. We recall Pfanzagl’s definition of 
second order median unbiasedness. 
DEFINITION 2 [32]. y^ is called second order median unbiased if 
uniformly on compact subsets of 8 
&{f>,y} a$-o(n-“2) 
and 
For a = f(~@ = 0) it follows that 
is second order median unbiased and for every other second order median 
unbiased estimator 7 it holds for every h, h’ > 0 that 
uniformly on compact X c 0. 
Concluding this section we give more explicit formulae for the correction 
polynomial for several special regression functions K(u, 13) entering the 
critical function (lo), since the formulae (8) and (9) are rather involved. 
The assumptions on the given special functions are fulllilled, e.g., in the 
case of equidistant design points x, E X filling the whole set 55 for n -+ cc. It 
is also possible to have repeated observations at more than 2p + 1 points 
(with the exception of the oscillation functions). It turns out that in some 
instances the LSE 7 is second order efficient, too. 
We shall give the formulae for p = 1,2, 3. Note that the second order 
asymptotically efficient estimator 7 coincides with $ whenever k,,(8) = 0. 
For convenience we write ga =: g and gi = : g’. 
p= 1: 
h(W = 0, (11) 
k,(@= -: (g’, g1)n3’*(g1, g”),. (12) 
p=2: 
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k,(W=;~ll’“~-l((d g22),+&142(g2, g22),), (13) 
MQ= -; C4i’Cg’, PL +24!2&(g’, g”), 
+ A G1’2A:2( g’, g22), + n i3’2A:2( g2, g22), 
+ 2&“242k2, g12L + #242(g2, g”),) (14) 
with 
d = WY g’Mg29 g’), - (g’, g2),2, 
All =d-‘(g2, g21n, 
A,,= -A-‘(g’, g2),. 
Thus we get for 
dx9 P) = 82 f(x7 81) bJ=P1) (15) 
with fi2 > 6 > 0 and Z compact. 
k,(W = 0, 
k2(fI)= -+ W’J’M fL - (f’, f)r3’2uf);f’2(f17 f”L 
2 
- af, f)~‘2(f’~ fMf’7 f l Ll 
+ 2(f; f)-f’2u1? .m - (f, fV2(f19 f), (“6 PM. (16) 
Examples for (15) are the following. 
(i) Exponential model 
g(x, 8) = b2 ev(A.4. 
(ii) Michaelis-Menten-enzyme model 
g(x, B) = BZMP’ +x)1 (see [ 173). 
(iii) Cobb-Douglas model 
g(x, B) = 82xB’. 
683/18/Z-3 
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(iv) Oscillation models 
Ax, 8) = P2 cos BlX. 
We see that for these cases the LSE pi of fll is second order 
asymptotically efficient. 
If the roles of the parameters in the foregoing examples are interchanged 
(13) and (14) are to be used. Equations (13) and (14) also apply to 
g(x, p’=jjy--q e Pl ( -P2”-,-Plx) (see [ 151). 
p = 3: We give k,,(e) more explicitly, only (k*(0) given by (9) cannot 
be simplified in general): 
k,(B)=~n~‘n,12(-2(g1, g23Mg2? g3),+(d g22L(g3, g3), 
+ (g’, g33L(g2Y g2M 
+;4-14j3:2/l,2(-2( g2, g”M g29 g3)n + (g29 g2’M ET39 g3)n 
+ ( g2> g3’)( g2, g2M 
+;A-‘4y3”43(-2k3, g23L(g2> g3),+(g3, g2’Mg3, s3L 
+ ( g3, s33L( g2, s2)J (17) 
with 
A = Cd, g’L( g*, g’),( g3, s3), + 2( g’, g’L( g’, g3M g2, s3)n 
-(d dMg2, g3),2-(g23 s2w9 s3),2-(g31 s3Mg’, g’>,‘* 
&=A-‘((g2, g2Mg3, g3L-(g2, g3)% 
A 12 = A - ‘(( g2, g3M g’, g’), - (g’, g2M g3, g3)A 
An=A -‘((g’, g2Mg2, g3L- (g2, g2Mg1, g3M (18) 
Equation (17) maybe used in the following. 
(i) Empirical growth model 
g(x,fl)=P3-ln(l+ePBl+82X) (see c271) 
with (g’, gj’), =O, i, j= 1,2, 3, and (g’, g2*), = ( g2, g12),. 
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(ii) Cobb-Douglas model 
g(x, B) = 83 -$xp, /I3 > 6 > 0, 8 compact 
with 
(g’, g33), =o i= 1,2, 3 
and 
(g’, g2%=(g1, gZ2)m (8’3 g”), = (g’, g13)n 
(g3, g’*L = (g2, g13LP (g3, g**)n = (g’t g32)n. 
For 
‘dx> 8) = 82 f(x, PI) + 83, fi2 # 0, E compact 
we get from (17) 
k,(e) = 0. 
5. SECOND ORDER EFFICIENT PROCEDURES FOR THE VARIANCE 
In this section we derive second order efficient procedures for a2. By the 
same reasoning as in Section 4 we admit the densities 
PC(U) = f& l42’- 1 p*, c>o 
for 24i only. 
Our testing problem is now 
H: a2 < ai against K: a* > ai 
and Definition 1 reads with H, = { 0 E 0 1 a2 = a;}. Analogously the local 
parameters under consideration are 
6,,=(a:+t-r,2h) with fixed htzR’. 
The next theorem gives the bound for the envelope power function. 
THEOREM 7. In case p(u) =p,(u) f or arbitrary c>O it holds for any 
asymptotically similar sequence of tests +,, to the level a + o(n-l12) with 
O<a<l that 
Eon+,, Q G,,(h, 0) + o(n-‘I*) 
2 G,,(h, 0) + o(Iz-“~) 
for h 2 0 
for h < 0 
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uniformly for 8 E X c Ho with 
G,,(h, 0) = 4(u, + c”‘o-*h) 
+n-1’2~(u,+c1’2a-2h)(-~fa~2u,h-$c1’2~~4h2). u (19) 
Let us introduce the test 
tin(Y) = 1 if c1~2~~2n1~2(82-o~)+n~1’2K(~,)~~l~a 
=o else 
(20) 
with 
zqu) = p+* + fc-‘/*-$fC-l/*u*. (21) 
Furthermore we introduce the additional assumption: 
A13. lim,,, supBE,, maxjGP ) gj(x,, /?)I’ < ZO. Then we have the follow- 
ing result: 
THEOREM 8. Let the assumptions A2-A5, A9, Al3 with m = 2 be fulfilled 
for p(u) = p,(u) with c>O. Then the sequence of tests @, defined by (20) 
fuljNs 
Een$,, = G,,(h, f3) + o(n ~ ‘/*) for all h E R’ 
umformly for 8 E X c Ho. 1 
Thus tin is second order asymptotically efficient, 
Remark. It can also be proved that the test 
II/,(y)= 1 if~‘~28-2n’~2(~2-~~)+~-1~2(p~1~2+~~~1~2+~~-1~2~~)>,~1_a 
=o else 
has exactly the same second order asymptotic properties as the test (20) 
has. 
Converting the acceptance region of the test (20) for ai = a2 we get the 
confidence interval 
( 
“2 fJ 
1~,-~/~~--1/~~~~,-1~-1/2~(~~)’ co > (22) 
for 02. In view of Theorem 8 this confidence interval has the asymptotic 
level 1 -a + o(n-1’2) uniformly on compact Xc 8 and, moreover, it 
possesses smallest coverage probability for false parameters o2 - n - 1’2h 
with h > 0 up to terms of order o(n-I’*). 
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Similarly the second order best median unbiased estimator for a2 is 
1 A2 
O2 = 1 - pJn - 1/3nc a ’ 
Note that a2 is always greater than ti2. Thus the usual residual sum of 
squares estimator 82 underestimates a2 in the sense of second order 
efficiency (see also Section 6). 
6. SOME NUMERICAL COMPARISONS 
Recently T. Pfaff and J. Pfanzagl [34] presented in a study numerical 
results demonstrating the advantages of third order asymptotically efficient 
tests for the i.i.d. case. We add a further example. 
Let us consider the normal linear model 
Y,~WO, a’), t = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
The testing problem under consideration is 
H : a2 6 at against K : a2 > a$ 
Here the distributions of the test statistics used in the tests (3) and (20) are 
known and we can compute the actual error of first kind. 
Table I gives the actual error of first kind under a2 = a& The actual error 
of type one of the first order asymptotically efficient test is greater than CI, 
and that of the second order asymptotically efficient test is smaller than a. 
The distance to a is nearly the same. The situation changes if nuisance 
parameters, fi E RP, are present (Table II). In this case we would prefer the 
test (20). 
The dependence on p is demonstrated in Table III. For large p the test 
(20) is much better than the test (3) in the sense above. Similar results can 
be derived concerning the actual error of type two (see again [34] for a 
detailed discussion for i.i.d. observations). 
TABLE I 
Actual Error of Type One for a = 0,05, p = 0 
n Test (3) Test (20) 
10 0.061 0.038 
40 0.060 0.043 
70 0.058 0.045 
100 0.057 0.047 
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TABLE II 
Actual Error of Type One for a = 0,05, p = 4 
n Test (3) Test (20) 
10 0.008 0.019 
40 0.023 0.037 
70 0.030 0.041 
100 0.032 0.043 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS, PROBLEMS AND COMMENTS 
1. We have derived second order asymptotically efficient procedures 
under p(u) = p&u) or p,(u), c > 0, respectively, based on the LSE and the 
residual sum of squares. Note that d2 is an MLE under q(u) but otherwise 
is not. However, it holds ti2 = MLE+ oJ~-~‘~) under some appropriate 
regularity condition (see [35]). The conjecture is that in the case of an 
arbitrary density p(u) also the corresponding estimators and tests based on 
the MLE are second order asymptotically efficient. To prove this the 
Edgeworth expansion for the MLE is needed. Recently Ib. M. Skovgaard 
[40] presented such a result but for a solution of the normal equations 
only. 
2. Throughout this paper we considered h to be fixed. All the results 
hold true whenever Ihl ~c,n’/~ (see [32]). 
3. Usually the LSE p^ is computed by an iteration procedure starting 
from some initial estimator. If the initial estimator is consistent with suf- 
ficiently high speed, we can also work with the second iteration of the 
Newton-Raphson method instead of /s (see [32]). 
TABLE III 
Actual Error of Type One for a = 0, 1, n = 70 
P Test (3) Test (20) 
0 0.105 0.091 
2 0.078 0.088 
4 0.056 0.085 
6 0.040 0.082 
10 0.018 0.076 
20 0.001 0.061 
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4. A generalization to vector valued y (as is possible for first order 
asymptotics [39]) is desirable but raises several technical difficulties. In 
particular it is not clear in this case how second order median unbiasedness 
is to be defined. 
5. We have not been able to carry out numerical comparisons for the 
inference on y since the exact distribution of t? is unknown except for a 
linear model. In the linear model second order asymptotically efficient and 
first order asymptotically efficient procedures coincide since the correction 
polynomial K(u, 0) vanishes in that situation. Therefore, we ought to do 
some simulations for some special nonlinear models. Such investigations 
will be the subject of a subsequent paper. 
APPENDIX 
Before proving the theorems we give two lemmas for sums of indepen- 
dent random m-vectors. 
LEMMA 1. Let {xj} be a sequence of independent random m-vectors cen- 
tered at the origin with xjw P,.,, tIE 0 c R”. The distribution of 
y=n-‘/2Cy=1 xi under 8 is denoted by Q,, X denotes a compact subset of 
0 and Frn is the set of all convex Bore1 sets in R”. Let the following 
assumptions be fulfilled: 
0) liIJl inf ~minD(B)>O with D(6) = Cove y. 
n-m eex 
(ii) (a) 6 sup 1 f EB ljxj113 < 00, 
n-,22 e~xnj=l 
(b) for all c > 0 )imrn ;y$ a jcI [,,x,, ro,,2 llxl13 df’j.0 = 0. 
(iii) (Modified Cramer condition). For J(t) c {l,..., n} with 
IJ(t)l > %n for all t # 0 and a constant 37 > 0 it holds that 
ik lim sup sup lEei’+/ < 1 
n-roo II~II-~ iem) oEx 
or that the following condition ho& instead of (ii)(b) and (iii): 
(ii) For all c > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
2% : j!l J;,x,, > cd/Z IIxI13 Pj,e(dx) = O(nmb). 
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(iii) (Modified Petrov condition). For a constant y > 0 and all 
b>O it holak that 
&i sup ,(m+l+y)P 
L,, >b Fi 
n IEeifT+( dt < V.I. 
n-+-m BE.r J 
Furthermore let T(x, 8) E R” be a polynomial in x with bounded coefficients 
in n and 8 E Xx. Finally, put F(x, 0) = x + n ~ ‘12T(x, t?). Then we have 
sup sup Qe(F-‘E) - [e (1 + n-“‘S(x, 0)) qoce,(x) dxi = o(n-“2), (23) 
BeX E=Fm 
where qnce,(x) denotes the density of N(0, D(d)) 
m a 
-jzl axi (T'(X, 0) CPD&)) (24) 
and pilizi, is the average of the (il, i,, i3) cumulants of Xj, j= l,..., n. 1 
For a proof the interested reader is refered to [44]. 
LEMMA 2. Let the assumptions and notations of Lemma 1 be valid. b, 
and bili2, i,, i2 = l,..., m, are real valued coefficients depending on u and 8 
which are bounded in u and 8 E X. Then we have 
sup sup IPe(yl+n - 1’2(bil Y;, + bili2 Y~L Yi2) < u > 
ecx UER’ 
-i(o,l’2(e)u)-n-1’2~(D,1’2(e)u) w(e, u)] =o(t~l/~) (25) 
with 
Wo = bi,iPG3’*(@ oli,(f3 ~li2(R - ww) o&e)) 
+&lll Dfi3J2(W, 
~1 = -b, D,3’2(8) Dli,(0), 
~2 = -big2 D,5’2(e) Dl,(e) Dli2(e) --h pill D:5’2(0 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
The coefficients wo, w1 and w2 are bounded in n and 0 E X. 1 
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Proof The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3 in [32]. Applying 
Lemma 1 with 
T(x, 0) = (Ti(X, W), i = l,..., m, 
Tl(x9 e, = bi Yi + bili2 Yil Yi*v 
Ti(X, e) = 0 for i = 2,..., m, 
we get 
(29) 
with Z(u) = {x 1 x1 < u}. 1 
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are omitted. Theorem 2 being 
valid under a modified Cramer condition is a slight generalization of 
Theorem 1 in [22]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We start with a Taylor expansion of Q(b) around 
8. 
Q(B) = Q(P) - 2n-“*1i,iguiz(Bi~ - PiI) + 4(21i,i2(8) 
with 
+ n-w -20 - g”‘*(Xj, B)uj)(Bii - Pil)(Bi2 - Pi*) + Rn, 
J;; 
Rn, = f(Qi’i*(8) - Q”“(B))(Bij - Pil)($i2 - Pi21 
and /? is a sequence of random vectors with 
w- Bll G I& Bll. 
Under the events B,={(l/n)CujZ<d} with d>l and A,(/?,?!)= 
{ II~-pII ,<6} we get by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 
in [22] 
IIRJI G ~1 d3, where c1 is a constant. 
Applying the stochastic expansion of fi with m = 2 we obtain 
8* = Qn(~)-n-11ili2~il~i2 + R,, + R,,. 
Under the events 
En= {ly;:p Ifii-/3-n-“*uil G@-‘lgn} 
. . 
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and 
D,(i,, i2)= ~ g”‘*(Xj, p)Uj~ d(lg ,)1’2 
h 
d>O 
it holds that 
IR,,I <cc,np 312 lg n3~2. 
Thus we have 
PO{ IJ;I(e2 - 02) - Uo + n-1’2Zili*Uil~i2~ > c,n-’ lg T13’2} 
6 c c9{W,~ i2>> + mm 
w2 
+ pobW% c3n -1’2(lg n)“‘)) + Po(B,). 
Corollary 17.13 on p. 179 of [4] gives 
sup 1 PB{Dn(i,, i,)} =o(n-“2). 
0 E .c i,i* 
Under Al we obtain the same relation for the second term in view of the 
theorem on p. 286 in [29]. Applying Theorem 1 we also get the same for 
the last two terms. Note that all relations hold uniformly for 0 E X. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. From Theorem 3 it follows that 
and 
Po(J;;(B2-o~)<u)Z Pe(uo-n~‘~2Zili2uilui2 
Gu-c,n -‘(lg n)3’2) + o(np112) 
Pe(Jz(82 - 0;) < U) < P,(o, - n-1i2Zi,i2ui,ui2 
<u+c,n -l(lg n)3’2) + o(n-‘j2) 
uniformly in 0 E X. 
An application of Lemma 2 with y = (u~)~= o,...,p, yields the Edgeworth 
expansion for d2. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof goes along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 3 in [31]. We give the proof for h > 0. For h < 0 the proof is 
similar and, therefore, is omitted. We consider the simple hypothesis testing 
problem 
H*: ‘V” against K*: “0,” 
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with 8* = (yO, /I1 -Al’(b) A&?)n-“*A ,..., /3,-A,‘(p) A&?)n-“*h, a’)? 
Note that tI* is the least favourable hypothesis within H: y d y. (vide 
[32, p. 2611). 
The likelihood ratio test to the level 
is an asymptotically similar sequence of tests to the level a + o(n-“*) for 
H* against K* whenever {+,} is an arbitrary asymptotically similar 
sequence of tests to the level c( + ~(n-“~). Under H the normalized 
likelihood ratio 
5,(e*)=fl-‘J7; I&f,*-gp,,jli’ fJ (Yj- dxj, 8*))(Axj, P(n,)-dxjT B*)) 
j=l 
is N(0, 1) distributed and it holds that 
Ee,h d pen(W*) Q ~1 -,,I 
=~(u,+~-‘J;IlgBr.,-gg*l,)+o(n-“*) 
uniformly for 8 E K and 
e*$), e,=($)). 
Finally, the Taylor expansion of 1 gB - gp.(, around /I = /?* gives 
n’/2 I gj3,n, - gp*ln 
=hA,1’2(fi)++-1’2h2[A~3’2(B) Ali,(P)A,j~(fl)(g~, g$), 
-fA G”‘(P) AIif(P) Ali2(B) Al,(B)(gjiz7 g$)nl + o(n-1’2) 
uniformly for 8 l X. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6. We have 
Ee. II/n = Pe&,h~ - YJ 2 d@) 
with 
~,(B)=~~::*(B)(u,-~-~-“*K(u,_~, fJ?))-h. 
From Theorem 1 it follows that 
P,~(~,(B,) + n-+,(e,) 2 u,(B) + c,n-l(ig q/2) - o(n-l/*) 
~Ee,~n~pe,(U1(e1)+n-l’*2,(e,) 
2 u,(B) - c,n-‘(lg n)“2) + o(n-“2). 
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For convenience we will write such inequalities in the following way: 
J%JL = Pe.(u,(en) + n -1’22’(en)> u,(e)+ o(n-“2)) + O(n-1’2). 
Note that both the o(K”~) are independent of 8 E X and h E R’. Because 
of Theorem 3, Theorem 1 and 
nll(b) =n*l(P(n)) -2(l$f~j, &,)nnli,(B(n)) ‘li,(B~“,)(Pli,-P~“,i,) 
+w8-8,n,l12) 
we get 
&&l =PB,(Ul(e,)+n-1’2(2,(8,)-CjUj(8”) U]-e 
-&41(&n,) ucden) u1 -a) 
n 
> u,(e,) + 0(n -1’2)) + 0(n -I/*) 
with 
cj= o(g& g$), n,i/i,i2n,“2. 
Now we apply Lemma 2 with 
Y  = (“i(en))i=0,...,2p* 
(Note that under the normal distribution the modified Petrov condition 
P 2p+1 is fulfilled.) Then 
&tin= 1 -9wn14?‘*(P(n,) unum 
-n~“*~(0,1/1111’*(8~~)) u,(e,)) we,, u,(e,)) + ~1’2). 
Using 
and 
n,1’*(B~n,)=/i11”2(B)+n-1’2hn,3’2(g~’, g$),/ililll’iz+o(n-“*) 
we obtain 
E~,$, = ~,,(h, e) + 0(e2) 
uniformly for 8 E X. 1 
for all h E R’ 
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Proof of Theorem I. We consider the simple hypothesis testing problem 
H*: V’ against K*: “8,“. 
Let the denotations used in the proof of Theorem 5 be valid here, too. 
Then it holds with 8* = 8 that 
(,((I) = n-w’* f (ui’- 1). 
j=l 
Since t,(O) coincides with the normalized log-likelihood ratio in the 
reduced model j, = OU,, t = 1, 2 ,..., n ,..., formulae 4.6 on p. 1000 of [ 311 
applies and we obtain G,,(n, 0). B 
Proof of Theorem 8. First we show that under p,(u) and Al3 the 
characteristic function cpi(t’) of (~J’(u; - l), n,,g’(xj, /?) u~o,..., 
0,4,,~g’(x~, /?)uj) fulfills the modified Cramer condition. It holds that 
with 
- qc + ilo) 
z= 4(2+‘izg) ’ 
t’ = to 
0 t 
?I = atiAilg’(xj, p) 
To = a2to. 
,F, denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. Let J(t) = 
{j 1 (otiAilg’(Xj, /?))* > d )I tll*} with d < min(&,/l, (&,,/i)*pXo). From 
Al2 it follows that 
dnd lltl12+ IJ(t)l IItl12((~,,,~)2p~-cC). 
Thus 
where 
Amin/ -d 
Z- = (&,,,A)*pXo - d’ 
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IIt’(l+co implies iz,+2T+co for Jo J(t). First we regard the case 
lqItrII + m supjcJ(t) SUP,, x IzI < co, which implies that 12 + co. Because 
with 
l+c+k) I-($) 
ak= l-,($+k) f(j-c) 
and 
lim c(s = lim ebrlnk r(i) -0 
k-+m k-m lq-c, 
(see [36, p. 3971) we obtain 
IVjtt)l = 
I I 
J&i (' eRez e”‘cO 
and supeE x supjEJCIj Icpj(t)l goes to zero. 
Now we consider the case limII1,,, _ IxI supjEJCtj supBE x IzI = co. Using for- 
mula 26 on p. 258 of [28] we get 
IVjtt’)l 
m, 
+ T(c) 
- eRez (~1 c- q1 +o(t)l) 
such that Icpj(t)l goes to zero also in this case. Therefore, Theorem 4 is 
applicable. 
It gives because of pLq - 1 = cP I, p3 = 0 and K3 = 2/c’, 
I’* PEG fJ0 -2n”2(&2 - a;) < u> = 4(u) + n-“*q(u) K(u) 
uniformly for 8 E X and u E R’. Therefore, we get 
P,{c~‘~~,*~~‘~(~*-~)<u-~--“~K(u)) 
= (Is(u) + o(n-“2) (31) 
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uniformly for 13 E X and Iu( < lg n. Thus (31) implies with 
Z,=CT~~~*(U1~.-~--‘*K(ul~.))-cl’*a,*h 
E,“~~(y)=~(a~o,*(U,+,-“*K(Ul-~)) 
+c’/*a-*h-n- n “*q&J) + o(n-“2) 
= G,,(h, 0) + o(n - “*) 
uniformly for 8 E X. 1 
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